134 Poland, not for others; that this was no longer a dream
and a fantastic fairy tale.
Moreover, the Legions must learn their own worth.
Pilsudski had to defend them at the beginning from
external dangers and also from dangers arising from a
sense of their inferiority to the troops around them. It
was necessary not to wound their ambition, not to de-
stroy their faith in themselves as soldiers. There was
but one way to gain that which was most necessary
to gain—self-confidence, and that was the test of a fight-
ing unit — battle. It was like passing an examination
—extremely dangerous, and only by taking great risks
was it possible to win confidence in themselves and
the military respect of their allies.
This would not be easy with such equipment as they
had, for a reverse seemed more likely than a victory.
They had no machine guns and no cannon, they had old-
fashioned rifles that fired only one shot with a loading;
they had no cartridge pouches, but carried their ammuni-
tion in their pockets—easy to lose! They had no over-
coats, no boots for long marches. They were dressed
in their Strzelec uniforms, or some other, bought at their
own expense, Not until December were they all put
into the gray uniform of the Polish Legions.
Their cavalry had worn out horses, saddles made for
hack riding, and long rifles that wounded the backs of
their mounts till they bled. They had no baggage wag-
ons and no field kitchens, means permitting troops to
carry on a simple living in the country. They had
scarcely any telephones, so that they were little groups
without cohesion; in critical moments the direction of
the whole was greatly complicated.
"Insufficiently armed/7 Pilsudski described them,
"equipped God knows how, dressed like the deviL From
the professional point of view, we formed a detachment
not suitable for fighting—or for any military operation
demanding several days5 uninterrupted effort/7

